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Fog Computing: Terminologies, Architecture
and Challenges
Harsimrat Singh, Chetan Marwaha
Internet but are not reasonable for massive set of cloud
applications. such applications are fire detection, traffic
monitoring and smart grid applications those are generating
data in huge amount. And these applications require various
components to deploy on multiple clouds and it may lead to
high latency. Another problem exists in cloud computing is
the processing provision is not near to the user rather than on
data centers itself. Cloud provides the high processing speed
but at the same time problems like bandwidth usage[6],
reliability[7], cost[8], latency[9] and security[10] addressed
on cloud computing.
To handle all these problems, Fog computing has been
coined that adds the extra layer between clouds and end users.
It is the distributed computing solution that connects the
various heterogeneous gadgets and brought the cloud data
center computation, communication and storage facility at
network edges. The connection of end users to the fog nodes
through Bluetooth, LTE or 3G/4G results into low data
access rate, high performance, and low latency.
This paper focused on survey of fog computing, its basic
concepts, their technologies to integrate them with fog
computing and its challenges. Second section discusses about
the fog computing that contains its definition and overall
benefits. Third section explained the more technologies
related to fog computing. Fourth section describes the basic
architecture of fog systems and next section discusses some
important characteristics of fog computing then next section
shows the real life applications using fog computing. After
that next section enlighten the issues and challenges faced by
implementing fog computing. Last section explains the
conclusion and future scopes related to this technology and
Further section contains references.

Abstract: Internet of things (IOT) made the world connected to
each other through Internet. These gadgets are important to store
data, to exchange data and to collect data from other sources.
These devices are not perfectly capable to cooperate with data
centers directly based on some parameters such as latency,
resource availability, load balancing, scheduling and security.
Fog computing (FC) paradigm is introduced to overcome the
problems of these parameters. As it cooperate with centralized
data centers. This paper presents a survey on Fog computing
terminology. Here, the term fog computing has been discussed.
Further its architecture, its challenges are highlighted. An
overview of further research work related to dynamic job
scheduling has been discussed.
Keywords: Internet of things, Fog computing, Cloud
computing, Latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

n modern era, data is increasing day by day. Internet of
Things (IOT), Grid Computing and Cloud computing(CC)
are some main technologies supporting to generate data and
store data. These became the part of our lives and their
adoption has risen the use of internet also. As mentioned by
Cisco[1] there will be more than 51 billion gadgets connected
to Internet by 2020. With Internet, different things such as
people, objects, gadgets are connected to communicate with
each other at any place and time. Cisco estimated the data
generation value will risen up 500+ ZB(zettabytes) [2]. This
massive data requires good processing and storage
capabilities. Other traditional methods are introduced but not
resulted beneficial for handling huge data. Cloud computing
came into existence with the integration of parallel, grid and
distributed computing. It has various characteristics[3] such
as pay-as-per-use, on demand availability, flexible hours
service and provides infrastructure, security, platform,
software and hardware as a service abbreviated as IaaS,
SECaaS, PaaS, SaaS and HaaS respectively[4]. Despite the
technology utilization and service provision capability, it has
few impediments also. The main problem came is the
connectivity and availability between the cloud and the
devices[5]. Such availability conditions are set over the

II. FOG COMPUTING
Fog computing is a technology with different facilities
like storage of data, networking and computing services. This
technology existence is a decent answer for IOT applications
those are sensitive to latency. Inspite of the fact that the term
was initially given by CISCO, fog computing has been
characterized by numerous analysts from various points of
view. In this section we will survey the different definitions
given by researchers. CISCO gave its views that fog
computing is an expansion of cloud, grid and distributed
computing starting from core to edge of network. Fog
computing[15] is considered as a situation where countless
non-homogenous and decentralized gadgets communicate
and collaborate among them and perform different functions
like storage and processing.
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Fog Computing: Terminologies, Architecture and Challenges
Fog computing is the computing that goes about as
middle layer between cloud computing and IOT(Internet of
Things) as shown in figure 1. It provides networking,
computation and storage facilities. Cisco given the idea of
fog computing in 2012 to solve the challenges of IOT gadgets
facilities.
IOT gadgets are exceptionally dispersed at the nodes of the
centers along with latency-sensitive and storage necessities.
Cloud virtual machines are centralized but these are
somehow fail to deal with processing speed of IOT devices
requests. So, it gives low quality services, high latency and
high processing speed as compared to fog computing. Fog
computing concept is related to other technologies those are
discussed in next section.

EC are included low latency, location awareness, proximity
to the user and mobility support [28]. These highlights make
Edge computing appropriate for various future applications
like smart home, virtual reality, industrial automation and
data analysis. Edge gadgets like base station, access points,
routers [29]. These Edge gadgets go about as an extension
that associates the smart cell phones with the cloud. A few
studies (S. Yi et al. [30], L.M. Vaquero et al. [31], I.
Stojmenovic [32], F. Bonomi et al. [33], T.H. Luan et al. [34],
E. Ahmed et al. [35]) have studied different parts of Edge
computing domain similar to Mobile Edge computing that
focus on explicit application areas. On the other hand, there is
no far reaching study has been finished at this point contain
all parts of Edge computing include Fog, Mobile-Edge,
Mobile Cloud and Cloudlet computing.

Fig. 1.Fog computing.
III. RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

Fig. 2.Edge computing.

A. Edge Computing
In current era, the EC(edge computing) in worldwide has
increased impressive prevalence in scholastic and mechanical
areas. EC fills in as a key empowering agent for some future
advancements like 5G, 4G, LTE, Internet of Things (IoT),
enlarged real world and node-to-node interchanges by
interfacing distributed computing offices and administrations
to the end users. Edge computing(EC) comprises another idea
in the computing scene. It brings the administration and
utilities of distributed computing nearer to the user client and
is described using quick handling methods and provide high
application response time. As now created web empowered
applications, for example, surveillance, computer generated
reality and ongoing traffic checking require quick preparing
and speedy reaction time [17,18]. End clients typically use
these working applications on their gadgets those are
resource- constrained in manner while the center
administration and handling are performed on data centers.
Utilizing the facilities provided by cloud using gadgets bring
about high latency and mobility related issues. [19,20]. EC
satisfies the previously mentioned application necessities by
carrying the handling of the edge of the system. The issues of
cloud computing can be settled using the three modern
technologies such as Cloudlets [21,22],Fog processing [23]
and mobile edge computing [24,25]. The European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has
presented the idea of Mobile Edge computing where mobile
clients can use the registering administrations from servers.
The fog computing idea has presented by Cisco [26],which
empowers the application to run directly at the network edge
through billions of smart connected gadgets. Satyanarayanan
et al. [27] introduced the idea of cloudlets to solving the delay
problem in getting to the cloud to utilizing the PC resources
accessible in the nearby arrange. So, also , Mobile edge
figuring gives the off-load preparing, application services
and capacity near the end clients. With capable highlights of

B. Mobile Edge Computing
In recent years the equipment of the cell phones keeps on
improving, yet at the same time it is viewed as resource
constrained. So as to get computational services, for example,
Internet of Things (IOT) applications, cell phones as a rule
offload these tasks to other incredible computational grids
which are in the physical closeness of the offloader [43,44].
A great deal making the mobile clients empowered to
encounter the gigantic measure of connecting with
applications. On the other hand the immense measure of
interest for mobile computing consistently developing, the
computing capacity of the cell phones is as yet restricted
because of their compact sizes. This expanding request of
processing likewise builds the complexities of the
computational components [45].
The mobile cloudlet is a believed resource group of cell
phones asssociated with one another utilizing the spine
network [46]. By giving low-latency access to rich
computing resource, cloudlets can drastically improve the
presentation of portable applications, by permitting mobile
clients offload the applications to adjacent cell phones. These
little cloudlets can be associated with different cloudlets to
frame a system [47]. Cloudlets can be conveyed in Wide
Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs).
Current cell phones are winding up increasingly
incredible and the mobile applications are progressively
computation-intensive and delay-delicate, for example, web
based gaming [48], extended/virtual reality (ER/VR) [49],
picture/video handling APPs [50] and organizing the vehicle
frameworks [51]. Applications can regularly present a lot of
traffic and computational remaining task at hand, which can
conceivably cause the battery channel issue on cell phones
[52].
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To manage the resource limitations of cell phone, Mobile
Edge Computing has developed as a promising computing
worldview. In the Mobile Edge Computing , various little
cell base stations (sBSs) with computation and capacity
ability [53] are conveyed to develop a system named as the
mobile edge network.

mobile computing. As of late, this issue has been tended to by
specialists however cloud computing. Cloud computing can
be characterized as the aggregation of computing as an utility
and SaaS where the delivery of applications as services over
the internet[42].

Fig. 4.Mobile Edge computing.
Fig. 3.Mobile Edge computing.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF FOG SYSTEMS

C. Mobile Cloud Computing
The expanding number of portable applications and the
prevalence of distributed computing, the blend of these two
methods that named mobile cloud computing (MCC) pulls in
extraordinary consideration recorded by lately [36,37]. MCC
is an administration that premits portable clients obliged with
assets to adaptively modify handling and putting away
capacities by straightforwardly partitioning and offloading
the computationally intensive and capacity requesting
occupations on customary cloud assets by giving everywhere
remote access [37]. In the previous portable figuring
worldview, there are a few problems such as frequent
disconnections, mobility and resource scarcity. With the help
of mobile cloud computing, the previously mentioned issues
can be tended to and the users of mobile can accomplish
consistent access and handover for administrations, since
portable applications are are executed on resource providers
outer to the cell phone.
The expanding utilization of mobile computing is deal by
the examination by Researcher, that further expresses the
buyer and endeavor showcase for cloud based mobile
applications is relied upon to ascend to $9.6 billion by 2017
[38]. In latest years, services focused at gadgets have begun
getting to be many services in different classifications
methods such as entertainment, social networking, health,
games and news. The ubiquity of these are apparent by
perusing through mobile application download focuses such
as Apples's iTunes or Nokia's Ovi suite. The explanation
behind this mobile computing can give an device to the user
when and where it is necessity regardless of end users
development, further provided area independence.
Undoubtedly, mobility is one of the uniqueness of an
avoidable figuring condition where the client user can
proceed with the development. Be that with mobility comes
its natural problems like asset scarceness, low connectivity
and finite energy as sketched out by author of [39]. These
deals with the issue of executing number of helpful projects
those further use by clients and make an invasive
environment. As per Tim O'Reilly the future administrations
has some points that react progressively to data gave either by
their user or by non-human sensors [40].
Thinking about the trends in cell phone architecture and
batteries architecture, it is improbable that these problems
will be solved later on. This is the fact that to be discussed,
not simply a provisional technological deficiency but rather
characteristic for mobility [41], and a boundary that should
be defeated so as to understand the maximum capacity of

Fog computing is a worldview which broadens the
distributed computing and cloud computing. It provides
storage, network , controlling and many more services at the
edge of network. But every platform is somehow different
from one another, that can be basis on architecture. The
current section elaborates the architecture of fog computing.
There are different levels in fog computing layered
architecture[16] . The architecture of fog system is the hot
research topic. Most of the researchers have worked on it but
all the derived architectures follow the basics of layered
architecture discussed below. The layers of fog computing
are:
A. End Layer: This layer is nearest to the user and physical
condition. It comprises of different IOT gadgets such as cell
phones, smart readers and smart phones etc. However the
mobile phones and vehicles have sensing units, those are
responsible for detecting the information and transmitting
data to the above layers.
B. Fog Middle Layer: This layer is the middle layer of fog
systems. It consists of number of fog nodes, base stations,
servers and various access points. These fog nodes are
distributed, those lies between cloud and users. The end layer
gadgets are associated with fog hubs to acquire services.
Those have ability to transmit, compute and store the
detected information. This layer is sometimes complicated
for latency related applications and real time applications.
The nodes in this layer communicate with cloud data centers
by using IP addresses.
C. Cloud Top Layer: This layer is high level layer that
contains superior servers and high storage devices those
provide different services like Gmail these have processing
and capacity ability to help for broad calculation.
V. CHARACTERISTICS OF FOG COMPUTING
Fog computing plays good role for storage and latency
sensitive applications. Fog computing capable of all type of
broad computation, communication on edge devices.
According to [13] [14]fog computing has characteristics
based on different parameters those are summarized as
follows:
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Table- I: characteristics of fog computing based on
various parameters
Parameters
Location awareness,
latency sensitivity

Scalability

Distribution of
geographical area

Mobility

Real-time interactions

Heterogeneity

Interoperability

Support for on-line
analytics and
interplay with the
cloud

behind it. For an example: A sensor detects the movement of
person in the room and video analysis also been performed to
detect the correct person has been entered in the room or false
alarm will be called.

Description
Usage of fog supports location
awareness and sensitivity of latency and
it helps to reduce the time while
processing the data of end devices. It
can be deployed in different location.
Hence, it's work is to enhance the speed
so that message can be conveyed within
few seconds.
Our ambient is monitored by large-scale
sensor networks. Distribution of
computing and storage resources that is
provided by fog can work with such
large-scale end gadgets.
In vary to the data center cloud, fog that
provides services, facilities and
applications which can be allocated and
can be sent anywhere.
Fog applications has the ability to
connect directly to mobile devices and it
enables mobility methods, such as
location ID separation protocol (LISP)
that needs a distributed directory
system.
Real-time interactions between fog
nodes are provided fog computing
applications instead of the batch
processing employed in the cloud.
Fog end nodes are available in different
forms, as these are proposed by different
manufactures and are deployed.
According to their platforms because it
has the ability to work on various
platforms.
Different services are provided by fog
components that work with different
domains.
Fog plays an important role in
processing of the data. Fog helps to
reduce the time and in the absorption of
the data that's why it is placed between
cloud and end user devices.

B. Vehicles Management on Roads
For intelligent transportation service VANET(Vehicular
Ad-hoc Network) has been considered. It guarantee traffic
efficiency, driving well being and comfort by exchanging
important data, they support different portable devices
extending from sharing applications to data spreading
services such as from advertisement or entertainment to
emergency operations in hospitals. During the couple of
years, with the rise of cloud computing, 4G, 5G and various
applications developed dramatically. As a result of this
pattern, an eminent issue shows up, to be specific in case of
computation and communication. The augmented reality
procedures, all arrangement require high level of calculations
and computation.
C. Better Living Environment
In this era, better living styles have various facilities like
real time interactive applications, location based various
services and usage of smart objects. Smart objects are
universally distributed and these faces the issue of latency
between different devices and data centers. So fog computing
helps to act as interface or provide all the computation
capabilities locally those scale down the latency and
increased the performance. As the above layered architecture
also helpful to provide better environment as compared to
direct cloud to device communication.
Combination with IOT and Cloud
As the rise of devices in billions has made difficult to deal
with data efficiently. So IOT and cloud combined with fog to
provide the man agent for growing data and devices.
Including this, it also provide resource provision,
administration closure and many more. Fog computing lies in
middle of cloud and IOT. The main advantage of this
combination can be attain in industry as Industrial IOT where
the machines and different sensors and actuators are utilized
in the system.
VII. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

VI. APPLICATIONS OR SERVICES

In this section, we will discuss and identify issues in
context of various parameters based on fog computing. These
leads to future research work.IOT.

The fog computing has an expansive range of utilization
in all fields. Bonomi and Flavio et. al [11] have discussed fog
computing applications in different areas such as vehicles,
smart cities, grids and wireless sensor. [12] have discussed
the applications and issues in expanded reality, mobility big
data analysis and content conveyance. This section discusses
the various applications for fog computing:

A. Servers
Fog servers are geo-dispersed and are conveyed at
common places such as parks, streets and many more. As
light-weight cloud data servers, these fog servers are
virtualized and equipped with capacity, storage and
organizing offices. There are numerous works those
considered fog servers as practical segment of fog
computing. some the papers[53][54] gave different names to
fog servers and some papers[55][56] discusses the
functionality of fog computing.

A. Home Appliances
With the use of IOT, an increasing number of savvy
gadgets and sensors are associated at home. But the products
and gadgets from different merchants are difficult to become
compatible. Some of the assignments require high
computation, reliability and storage and then fog computing
helps to tackle these issues. Fog computing is very helpful to
run home appliances, to run home security applications and
door lock applications. When the fog layer is introduced in
the system, each sensor node works as client and server side
works on Virtual machines. Advanced algorithms work
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B. Devices
Gadgets like switches, plugs, set top boxes can go about
as potential foundation for fog computing. In some work, the
systems administration gadgets are structured with various
framework such as high quality processor, memory and
programming platform. Various networking devices like
smart hubs, gateways considered as nodes of fog
systems[57].

pushes an ever increasing number of applications from cloud
servers to user end. It incredibly decreases the information
move time and measure of system transmission and hence
results in fulfill the needs of applications sensitive to latency.
In this paper, we focuses on introductory part of fog
computing, its applications, challenges and issues. We
discusses the different layers contains in fog systems, its
characteristics and its comparison with cloud computing.
Further this paper elaborates the new challenges, the main
area to discuss is job scheduling at fog nodes using different
algorithms. Most of the researchers focused on static
scheduling algorithm. But with the mobility of devices,
dynamic scheduling with suitable load balancing is required.
So, more research areas are introduced, those will rise the
future scholarly world of organizations.

C. Cloudlets
These are considered as small scale clouds and situated at
the middle layer of gadget. cloudlets[58] are considered as
fog nodes those are virtualized and manage huge number of
end gadgets at the same time. The disadvantages of
centralized computing is significant in fog computing that
resist to support IOT.
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